(Above) Herman towing Blue Noddy through the
Noordhollands Kanaal.
Photograph: Sara Pleyte
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would be no running water or electricity on the island we
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waterproof bags with his camping gear to the deck of his
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- Kuperus Sloep with pedalling mechanism,
Hans and Margreet Arends
- No Mans Land Boat, Eric and Sylvia
Wybenga
Ultreia - Drascombe Coaster, Frank and Else van Delden

had Willem on Huibertje
On

deck we had stowed our sleeping gear, cooking utensils
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Of course, the bigger boats came with all mod cons for

to the Noord-Hollands Kanaal and then onwards to lake

we lost our way in a labyrinth
of old peat workings crossed
bare so that we could see the
sails of other boats making
we reached the lock at

of the Noordhollands Kanaal
we short-tacked between the
Viola,
,
and
sailed away while the slower
boats struggled as the

ashore and put on his towing harness and started walking
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Herman followed suit with Blue Noddy

the temperature had dropped to freezing point, so we
went to sleep in our clothes, despite our insulated Exped

had pitched our tents we sat down to cook our evening
then made breakfast, ham
Boudewijn and Willem who
had slept under a tarp in their
Overnight the wind had
preparing

for

carefully tacked upwind to
keep all our gear dry in the
the Markervaart we were on
a dead run and the going was
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Lunch at the island in the
Zaan
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We pitched our tents on the lawn and

Meanwhile, Hans' workshop had been

At the end we gave a big thankyou to
our hosts and organizers: Hans en Margreet
midnight we were all a bit sleepy and went
Dinner at the Arends' residence.
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good progress and passed under the Beatrix bridge at
A couple of minutes later we assembled in the lee

Sunday morning was bright and gusty, like a Ruysdael
Many local residents watched from their backyards
was to hold an informal parade of sail against the
ourselves tremendously and were watched by hundreds

and factories created too much turbulence for proper

the house of Hans and Margreet Arends right at the
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Parade of sail past Zaanse Schans Photograph: Sara Pleyte

